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ABSTRACT
Reionization is thought to have occurred in the redshift range of 6 < z < 9, which is now
being probed by both deep galaxy surveys and CMB observations. Using halo abundance
matching over the redshift range 5 < z < 8 and assuming smooth, continuous gas accretion,
we develop a model for the star formation efficiency f of dark matter haloes at z > 6 that
matches the measured galaxy luminosity functions at these redshifts. We find that f peaks at
∼30 per cent at halo masses M ∼ 1011–1012 M, in qualitative agreement with its behaviour at
lower redshifts. We then investigate the cosmic star formation histories and the corresponding
models of reionization for a range of extrapolations to small halo masses. We use a variety of
observations to further constrain the characteristics of the galaxy populations, including the
escape fraction of UV photons. Our approach provides an empirically calibrated, physically
motivated model for the properties of star-forming galaxies sourcing the epoch of reionization.
In the case where star formation in low-mass haloes is maximally efficient, an average escape
fraction ∼0.1 can reproduce the optical depth reported by Planck, whereas inefficient star
formation in these haloes requires either about twice as many UV photons to escape, or an
escape fraction that increases towards higher redshifts. Our models also predict how future
observations with James Webb Space Telescope can improve our understanding of these galaxy
populations.
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1 IN T RO D U C T I O N
The epoch of reionization, occurring approximately 500 million
to 1 billion years after the big bang (6 < z < 15), was the last
major phase transition in the history of the Universe, during which
the neutral intergalactic medium (IGM) gradually transformed into
the highly ionized state that we observe today. At the same time,
the first stars and galaxies were forming from primordial gas clouds
in the Universe. Although there is a clear connection between these
two events (Barkana & Loeb 2001; Bromm & Yoshida 2011; Loeb
& Furlanetto 2013; Robertson et al. 2013), their detailed relation
is unknown, thanks to uncertainties in the properties of the galaxy
populations. Fortunately, understanding the epoch of reionization
itself will also shed light on the formation and evolution of early
galaxies.
A number of diverse observational probes have helped us develop
a preliminary picture of reionization over the past decade. Direct
imaging of high-redshift star-forming galaxies has measured the
abundance, luminosity distribution, and emission lines of galaxies
out to z ∼ 10, from which valuable information about the budget
of ionizing photons might be drawn (e.g. Ellis et al. 2013; Atek
E-mail: gsun@caltech.edu (GS); sfurlane@astro.ucla.edu (SRF)
et al. 2015; Bouwens et al. 2015a; Oesch et al. 2015; Robertson
et al. 2015). Attempts have also been made to measure the ioniza-
tion state of the IGM directly. Reionization is relatively well con-
strained to be completed at z  6 by analysis of the Gunn–Peterson
effect (Gunn & Peterson 1965) in the spectra of high-redshift QSOs
(e.g. Fan et al. 2006; Willott et al. 2007; Bolton et al. 2011; Mc-
Greer, Mesinger & D’Odorico 2015) and gamma-ray bursts (GRBs;
e.g. Chornock et al. 2013). Preliminary measurements of the IGM
neutral fraction at z ∼ 7–8 have been made using the Lyα emis-
sion fraction of star-forming galaxies (e.g. Stark et al. 2010; Treu
et al. 2013; Pentericci et al. 2014; Faisst et al. 2014; Schenker
et al. 2014; Tilvi et al. 2014). On the other hand, the integrated
Thomson scattering optical depth, τ es, due to the scattering of Cos-
mic Microwave Background (CMB) photons off free electrons after
reionization, places an important integral constraint on the extended
reionization history. The recently reported value τ = 0.066 ± 0.016
by the Planck Collaboration (2015a) is significantly lower than
τ = 0.088 ± 0.014 previously measured by the Wilkinson Mi-
crowave Anisotropy Probe (WMAP) satellite (Hinshaw 2013).1 It is
1 The Planck measurement actually relies on a measurement of CMB lens-
ing, as the τ estimate from the primary CMB anisotropies alone is somewhat
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also necessary for these early ionizing sources to map smoothly on
to their post-reionization counterparts at z  5, whose contribution
to the global ionizing background has been characterized through
measurements of the Lyα forest (Kuhlen & Faucher-Gigue`re 2012;
Becker & Bolton 2013).
Meanwhile, theorists have been trying to to develop plausible
models for reionization that synthesize the results of these observa-
tions. For many years, the major challenge was reconciling the large
optical depth observed by WMAP with the ionizing emissivity pro-
vided by galaxies at redshift z > 6 (Robertson et al. 2013). Both ex-
trapolations of the estimated post-reionization ionizing background
at 4  z  6 (Bolton & Haehnelt 2007; Calverley et al. 2011)
and measurements of the star formation rate (SFR) evolution of
Lyman break galaxies (LBGs; e.g. Bouwens et al. 2012; Schenker
et al. 2013; Oesch et al. 2015) suggested a paucity of ionizing
photons necessary for reproducing τ es. Resolving this dilemma re-
quired adjusting one or more of the many unknown parameters that
map galaxy observations to reionization: the escape fraction of UV
photons, fesc, the minimum halo mass to host a galaxy, Mmin, or
other, more subtle parameters (Bromm & Yoshida 2011; Kuhlen &
Faucher-Gigue`re 2012). For example, a common solution was to
increase the overall ionizing emissivity by assuming an evolving
escape fraction, fesc, of ionizing photons (e.g. Alvarez, Finlator &
Trenti 2012; Kuhlen & Faucher-Gigue`re 2012), which is motivated
by both numerical simulations of star formation in the high-redshift
Universe (Wise & Cen 2009; Ferrara & Loeb 2013) and the wide
range of fesc values estimated from galaxy observations at lower red-
shifts (Siana et al. 2010; Nestor et al. 2013; Mostardi et al. 2015).
While the tension between the optical depth and ionizing emissiv-
ity has been largely resolved by Planck (Bouwens et al. 2015b;
Robertson et al. 2015), there remains a great deal of freedom in
setting these important parameters of both galaxy formation and
reionization.
The primary goal of this paper is to investigate how current
observations inform models of high-redshift galaxies and cosmic
reionization. We will construct a simple analytic model of galaxy
formation whose parameters can be constrained by existing obser-
vations but that also allows a theoretically motivated extrapolation
to earlier epochs. The halo abundance matching (HAM) approach
(Vale & Ostriker 2004), which empirically associates galaxies and
dark matter haloes by matching their number densities, has been
widely used to model the star formation activity in galaxies across
cosmic time (Conroy & Wechsler 2009; Yang et al. 2012; Behroozi
& Silk 2015). Taking advantage of its simplicity for analytic models,
several recent studies have demonstrated its utility for empirically
predicting the luminosity functions of high-redshift galaxies respon-
sible for reionization (Mason, Trenti & Treu 2015; Visbal, Haiman
& Bryan 2015; Mashian, Oesch & Loeb 2016).
In this paper, we will first give a more thorough analysis of the
star formation efficiency implied by abundance matching, assum-
ing continuous star formation in high-redshift galaxies. In contrast
to most treatments of reionization, our approach allows the star
formation efficiency f to evolve with both halo mass and redshift
and thus effectively alters the overall ionizing efficiency. Whereas
many analytic models simply treat f as an arbitrary constant, our ap-
proach carefully constrains f with abundance matching, providing
a more accurate way of calibrating models of reionization to obser-
higher (Planck Collaboration 2015b). Recently, Addison et al. (2016) have
questioned the self-consistency of the Planck parameter extraction. We will
therefore comment on the implications of a higher optical depth as well.
vations. Because it is calibrated to bright galaxies at z ∼ 6–8, our
approach will provide a ‘baseline’ model for as-yet-undiscovered
galaxy populations during the ‘Cosmic Dawn’: while the extrapo-
lation (to both higher redshifts and fainter luminosities) is by no
means a firm theoretical prediction, it at least provides a clear un-
derstanding of the role of known galaxy populations in inferences
about the reionization process. Here we explore these implications
in some detail through comparisons of our extrapolations to several
other observables, and we comment on how additional populations
or effects (such as feedback or Population III stars) may affect the
results.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe
our simple analytic model for continuous mode star formation in
high-redshift galaxies based on the dust-corrected, rest-frame UV
luminosity functions and the mass assembly history of dark matter
haloes. We also provide a brief discussion of the HAM technique.
We compare our modelled star formation histories to observations
of high-redshift galaxies and present our predictions for James Webb
Space Telescope (JWST) in Section 3. Then, in Section 4, we show
how to use our star formation models to calculate simple reioniza-
tion histories. Section 5 is dedicated to a joint analysis of galaxy
populations and observational constraints, in particular the optical
depth measured by Planck. In Section 6, we discuss a few possible
variations around our baseline model, including physical processes
such as photosuppression of low-mass galaxies and the formation of
very massive Pop III stars. Finally, we briefly conclude in Section 7.
Throughout this paper, we assume a flat, CDM cosmology with
m = 0.28, b = 0.046,  = 0.72, σ 8 = 0.82, ns = 0.95, and
h = 0.7, consistent with the most recent measurement from Planck
(Planck Collaboration 2015a). We also assume a Salpeter initial
mass function (IMF) from 0.1 to 100 M and a stellar metallicity
of Z∗ = 0.05 Z for calculations of star formation and reioniza-
tion. All the magnitudes cited are expressed in terms of mAB =
−2.5 log10(fν/nJy) + 31.40 (Oke 1974) and the base-10 logarithm
is assumed unless stated otherwise.
2 M O D E L L I N G T H E C O S M I C STA R
FORMATI ON H I STO RY
We use a simple but physically intuitive approach to model the
average SFR inside a galaxy at redshift z  5. When the time-scale
of star formation is much less than the dynamical time on which
galaxies grow (i.e. stars form ‘instantaneously’), the SFR ˙MSFR can
be approximated as a balance between the gas fueling rate, ˙Macc,
and the rate, ˙MW, at which galactic outflows deplete the gas (Mun˜oz
2012). We introduce a free parameter, f, which measures the star
formation efficiency, namely, the fraction of accreted baryons that
forms stars:2
˙MSFR = ˙Macc − ˙MW = f ˙Macc = f b
m
˙Mh, (1)
where ˙Mh is the total halo accretion rate.
As a result, the star formation history of galaxies can be directly
related to the mass assembly history of dark matter haloes. The
evolution of ˙Mh has been studied using catalogs of haloes from cos-
mological simulations (see Section 2.1), allowing us to describe the
2 Note that f is defined in an ‘instantaneous’ sense, proportional to the
current accretion rate and depending on the current halo mass and redshift.
As a halo grows, f will therefore change, and our results require averaging
over halo growth histories in order to calculate a halo’s net star formation
efficiency.
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SFR once f can be characterized. For high-redshift galaxies domi-
nated by massive, young stars, the rest-frame UV 1500 Å luminosity
LUV, 1500 is a good indicator of the SFR if any significant fluctua-
tions in the SFR occur on a time-scale longer than the evolution
time-scale of the massive stars, which is about 100 Myr (Kennicutt
1998; Madau & Dickinson 2014), and provided that dust atten-
uation is properly accounted for. Specifically, the dust-corrected
SFR of a galaxy is proportional to its rest-frame UV continuum
(1500 Å–2800 Å) luminosity by
˙MSFR = KUV,1500 × LUV,1500, (2)
where we assume a fiducial constant KUV,1500 = 1.15 ×
10−28 M yr−1/ ergs s−1 Hz−1 evaluated for continuous mode star
formation with a Salpeter IMF.3 The factor KUV,1500 introduces an
overall uncertainty in the normalization of f, due to its dependence
on the unknown IMF and metallicity of these stars (or a systematic
difference if the conversion is mass or redshift dependent). Note
that we make the necessary conversions when comparing to other
models.
2.1 Properties of dark matter haloes
The halo mass function n(M) measured from cosmological N-body
simulations is usually expressed in the form
n(M) = dN
dM
= ρ¯m
M
f (σ )
∣∣∣∣d log σdM
∣∣∣∣ , (3)
where ρ¯m is the average matter density and σ is the density variance
smoothed over the scale M. f(σ ) is a function determined by the
particular fit (or often through analytic arguments, as in the original
Press & Schechter 1974). Here we adopt the Tinker et al. (2008)
mass function, corrected for the high-redshift Universe by Behroozi,
Wechsler & Conroy (2013b) and implemented by the online calcu-
lator HMFcalc4 (Murray, Power & Robotham 2013). We note that
using different functional forms does change our parametrization
of the star formation efficiency f slightly (see Fig. 2), but given the
close agreement with high-redshift observations shown in Behroozi
et al. (2013b) and the much greater uncertainties arising from the
luminosity function, we do not regard the mass function as a sys-
tematic worry in our final results.
Many empirical and analytical models have been developed to
characterize the growth history of dark matter haloes (McBride,
Fakhouri & Ma 2009; Behroozi & Silk 2015; Correa et al. 2015).
Noting the general similarity among their predicted mass accretion
histories and accretion rates, we adopt the two-parameter model
given by McBride et al. (2009), which fits the halo’s baryonic mass
accretion rate as
˙Macc ≈ 3 M yr−1
(
Mh
1010 M
)1.127 ( 1 + z
7
)η
, (4)
where McBride et al. (2009) and Goerdt et al. (2015) found η =
2.5 at high redshifts. The z-dependence can be understood from the
redshift scaling of the dark matter halo mass function (Dekel et al.
2013). The mass dependence has only been tested in simulations
over a limited range of halo masses (typical of galaxies), and the
power-law assumption is probably not a good assumption for very
3 The adoptedKUV,1500 is a compromise value assuming an evolving Z∗ =
10−0.15zZ, ∼20 per cent smaller than the value from Kennicutt (1998)
which assumes solar metallicity (see Madau & Dickinson 2014 for details).
4 http://hmf.icrar.org
small or very large haloes. However, over the limited range of halo
masses relevant to galaxy formation at z ∼ 6 (where the mass
function is very steep), we have found a power-law approximation
to be reasonably accurate.
We note that our continuous accretion model averages over galaxy
mergers, which can affect the inferred star formation efficiency
(Tissera 2000; Drory & Alvarez 2008; Conroy & Wechsler 2009;
Pawlik, Milosavljevic´ & Bromm 2011; Vulcani et al. 2016). Goerdt
et al. (2015) have shown that, over a broad range of halo masses,
a clear majority of accretion occurs through the continuous mode,
at least at moderate redshifts, while Behroozi & Silk (2015) have
found similar results at higher redshifts. According to equation (4),
the mean mass accretion rate increases much more rapidly than the
Hubble expansion rate towards high redshifts, so haloes grow very
rapidly which likely decreases the stochasticity due to mergers. Be-
low we will allow for some scatter in the halo mass–luminosity
relationship, which can partly be due to the effects of mergers. For-
tunately, its presence does not affect our qualitative results (and has
only a small quantitative effect), though a model relying entirely
on mergers shifts the overall abundance matching relation substan-
tially (Visbal et al. 2015). Nevertheless, because the merger rate
increases slowly with halo mass (Behroozi & Silk 2015), mergers
may affect our inferences about the brightest galaxies, and we intend
to examine their effects in more detail in future work.
To determine the minimum halo mass in which galaxies can
form, Mmin, we take the criterion given by Okamoto, Gao & Theuns
(2008), which takes account of galaxy mass loss by incorporating
a spatially uniform and time dependent UV background in their
cosmological hydrodynamical simulations. In their model, Mmin is
evaluated using the equilibrium temperature Teq of the gas at the
edge of the halo as (Noh & McQuinn 2014)
Mmin(z) = 1
GH0
(
2kBTeq(vir/3)
μmp(1 + z)
)3/2 ( 2m(z)
c(z)m,0
)1/2
, (5)
where vir is the halo’s virial density, c(z) = 18π2 + 82d − 39d2
and d = m(z) − 1.
2.2 Halo abundance matching
Given that the UV luminosity traces the SFR of galaxies (and hence
accretion on to dark matter haloes, according to our model), we
wish to map the UV luminosity function on to the mass function of
dark matter haloes. We use the HAM technique (Vale & Ostriker
2004) to assign a unique halo mass Mh to each UV luminosity L by
solving the equation∫ ∞
L
φ(L) dL =
∫ ∞
Mh(L)
n(Mh) dMh, (6)
for Mh(L), where φ(L) and n(Mh) are the luminosity function of
galaxies (or more precisely the intrinsic luminosity function de-
rived from the observed one after taking the scatter in the L–
Mh relation into account) and the mass function of dark matter
haloes, respectively.5 We take the latest Schechter parameterizations
(see Table 1) of the observed UV luminosity functions at redshift
z = 5 to z = 8 from Bouwens et al. (2015a); Atek et al. (2015) have
recently gone deeper at z ∼ 7 using strongly lensed clusters, and we
5 φ(L) is more commonly expressed in the magnitude form φ(M) =
0.4 ln 10φ∗[100.4(M∗−M)]1+α exp[−100.4(M∗−M)], where φ∗, M∗, and α are
the normalization factor, the characteristic magnitude and the faint-end
slope, respectively.
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Table 1. Schechter parameters derived for the rest-frame UV luminosity
functions at redshift z ∼ 5, z ∼ 6, z ∼ 7 and z ∼ 8.
〈z〉 M∗UVa φ∗ (10−3 Mpc−3) α
4.9 −21.17 ± 0.12 0.74+0.18−0.14 −1.76 ± 0.05
5.9 −20.94 ± 0.20 0.50+0.22−0.16 −1.87 ± 0.10
6.8 −20.87 ± 0.26 0.29+0.21−0.12 −2.06 ± 0.13
7.9 −20.63 ± 0.36 0.21+0.23−0.11 −2.02 ± 0.23
aThese are determined at a rest-frame wavelength 1600 Å.
will comment on the implications of their results as well. It is also
worth noting that Bowler et al. (2015) find that a Schechter function
might underestimate the bright end of the luminosity function at
z ∼ 6 and thus might not be the best functional form at high
redshifts. However, other studies find it an acceptable fit, and the
bright end of the luminosity function does not dominate the inte-
gral quantities most relevant to reionization, so we simply adopt the
Schechter form in this paper. Throughout these calculations, we use
the observed detection limits from the UDF12 programme (Mlim
≈ −17.7) to determine the minimum luminosity in our abundance
matching.
Research suggests that dust attenuation is non-trivial in galax-
ies at 5 < z < 8 (Smit et al. 2012; Bouwens et al. 2014;
Finkelstein et al. 2015a), so we apply the method introduced by
Smit et al. (2012) to perform dust corrections on the observed
luminosity functions using the well-established relation between
the UV continuum slope β and MUV (Bouwens et al. 2014) and
the linear fit of infrared excess A1600 versus β established by
Meurer, Heckman & Calzetti (1999). We note, however, that the
latter relation was calibrated by starburst galaxies in the local Uni-
verse and therefore its application to galaxies at redshift z  6 is
uncertain.
The traditional abundance matching technique assumes that the
galaxy luminosity or stellar mass is a monotonic function of halo
mass, and vice versa. This ignores the possibility of intrinsic scatter
in the galaxy-dark matter halo relation as well as complications
from satellite galaxies (Behroozi, Conroy & Wechsler 2010; Moster
et al. 2010). The latter appears to be a small effect (Wang et al.
2006; Moster et al. 2010), and at high redshifts it is difficult to
observationally distinguish satellite and central galaxies thanks to
the very small sizes of the haloes. To incorporate the former effect,
we adopt the deconvolution method described in Behroozi et al.
(2010), which assumes the distribution Ps(L|Mh) to be a lognormal
in L
P (L|Mh) dL = 1√
2πσlog L ln 10
exp
[
− log L − 〈log L〉
2σ 2log L
]
dL
L
,
(7)
with σlog L being independent of the halo mass. The observed lu-
minosity function φobs described by the Schechter parameters can
therefore be related to an unknown intrinsic luminosity function
φintrinstic by solving the convolution
φ(L)obs =
∫ ∞
−∞
φ(10x)intrinsticPs(x − log L) dx. (8)
We note that the logarithmic spread in galaxy luminosity at a given
halo mass, σ log L, is determined to be a constant ∼0.2 both ana-
lytically (McBride et al. 2009; Mun˜oz 2012) and observationally
(More et al. 2009), so we take σ log L = 0.20 ± 0.05.
Figure 1. Effects of the dust correction and stochasticity in the L–Mh
relation on the derived mass-magnitude relation from HAM. The solid curves
show our full model, while the dashed and dot–dashed curves ignore the
scatter and dust correction, respectively. A limiting magnitude of −17.7 mag
is assumed in light of current detection limit.
Fig. 1 shows the halo mass versus the galaxy’s observed ab-
solute magnitude given by the abundance matching approach, as
well as how the relationship depends on the dust correction and
σ log L. Here the solid curves show our full model. The dash–dotted
curves assume no dust correction. In particular, the dust correction
is larger for larger halo masses (i.e. brighter galaxies), resulting
in a net flattening of the observed luminosity function. Abundance
matching without the luminosity scatter σ log L is represented by the
dashed curves. As the scatter flattens the bright end of the intrinsic
luminosity function, abundance matching to the observed lumi-
nosity function directly slightly underestimates the Mh at a given
luminosity.
2.3 Evolution of f(M, z)
Fig. 2 shows the star formation efficiency, f, as a function of halo
mass and redshift, that results from combining equations (1)–(5).
Here the uncertainties in f are determined from the quoted er-
rors on the three Schechter parameters and σ log L via 1000 Monte
Carlo realizations. We note that the error bars provided represent
the uncertainty at a specific halo mass estimated from Monte Carlo
realizations and do not consider the correlation between data points
resulting from abundance matching. We also ignore correlations
between the measured Schechter parameters for simplicity, finding
that they can change the inferred shape marginally but remain within
the uncertainty envelope illustrated here. The impact of choosing
different mass functions and halo accretion models is insignificant
compared with the observationally driven uncertainties in f. How-
ever, including the dust correction raises f by a factor of ∼4 and
slightly increases the peak halo mass, since the former is related to
the amplitude of L/Mh whereas the latter is determined by the slope
dlog L/dlog Mh (see Fig. 1).
Fig. 2 shows that the star formation efficiency evolves strongly
with halo mass, peaking at a characteristic halo mass of ∼1011–
1012 M and decreasing at both smaller and larger masses. At
lower redshifts, similar relationships have also been identified (Con-
roy & Wechsler 2009; Moster et al. 2010; Kravtsov, Vikhlinin &
Meshscheryakov 2014; Behroozi & Silk 2015). At these times, AGN
feedback and feedback from massive stars, such as supernovae and
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Figure 2. Star formation efficiency f as a function of halo mass and red-
shift. Top: fits in the observed redshift range (z = 5–8). Data points with
error bars show the 1σ uncertainties from 1000 Monte Carlo fits to the
observed Schechter functions. Solid curves show the z-dependent fits to the
data, while the thick dashed curve shows the z-independent fit to the same
data. The vertical arrow indicates the detection limit of the UDF12 survey at
z = 8 (Mlim ∼ −18; this increases slightly towards lower redshifts). Below
this limit, we show three potential extrapolations of the abundance matching
relation (see text). Middle: solid cures show the evolution of f(M, z) in our
z-dependent fit, assuming the extrapolation of Model III. Bottom: variations
in model results, shown at z = 7. The curves vary the input assumptions (see
legend and text). The red shaded region shows f inferred from Atek et al.
(2015) and Mlim = −15.25.
stellar winds, are considered to be the dominant physical processes
that suppress the star formation at the high- and low-mass ends,
respectively (Mo, van den Bosch & White 2010; Kravtsov et al.
2014). At high redshifts, these feedback mechanisms are likely to
be less efficient, because (at a fixed halo mass) galaxies are more
compact at those times. However, their effects on z > 5 galaxies are
highly uncertain.
Additionally, there might be a non-trivial dependence on red-
shift, although it is difficult to quantify the dependence given the
large errors, especially for smaller masses. The halo mass at which
f∗ peaks evolves with redshift as log10(Mpeak/M) = −0.15(1 +
z) + 12.8 for 5 < z < 10, which is broadly consistent with that
found by Behroozi & Silk (2015). This empirically derived trend
Figure 3. Cumulative emissivity as a function of UV magnitude. The thick,
opaque curves show the emissivities integrated down to the corresponding
magnitude (x-axis), given a minimum halo mass of ∼108 M and our
fiducial z-dependent model (Model II, see later text). The thin, transparent
curves represent the same emissivities but assuming f does not evolve with
redshift.
might indicate evolution in the feedback mechanisms that control f.
However, there is no obvious reason for Mpeak to decrease towards
higher redshifts, as the two most important factors in decreasing the
efficiency in massive haloes at low redshifts (AGNs and heating at
the virial shock) are probably less important at high redshifts.
More generally, we can examine the overall dependence of f
on both mass and redshift. Fig. 2 shows our fiducial, six-parameter
multiple regression fit
logf = a0 + a1logM + a2(1 + z)/8 + a3[(1 + z)/8]logM
+ a4(logM)2 + a5(logM)3, (9)
to the abundance matching results, illustrated at z = 5–8 in the
top panel. The best-fitting parameters are a0 = −178.17 ± 24.40,
a1 = 39.11 ± 6.10, a2 = 10.74 ± 0.79, a3 = −0.92 ± 0.07, a4 =
−2.87 ± 0.51 and a5 = 0.07 ± 0.01. We intentionally avoid higher
order terms in z in order to prevent strong redshift evolution from
appearing as an artefact of our fits. Fig. 2 shows the evolution in this
model from z= 6–16. All the curves intersect near 1011.5 M, where
the two redshift-dependent terms cancel with each other, leaving the
expression independent of redshift. This is nothing but an artefact
of the functional form, which models the redshift evolution to the
linear order.
For comparison, the thick dashed curve in the top and middle
panels of Fig. 2 shows the best-fitting result from a regression of the
same order in log M, assuming no redshift dependence (i.e. setting
a2, a3 to 0). The key effects of our fitted form’s redshift dependence
are to decrease Mpeak and to steepen the decline towards higher
masses as z increases. The bright end of the luminosity function is
therefore relatively uncertain at high redshift, but integrated quan-
tities like the global emissivity, which depend primarily on faint
galaxies, do not evolve as rapidly. As shown in Fig. 3, the cumulative
emissivity is dominated by galaxies well below the characteristic
magnitude (∼−21) at all redshifts, whether or not we allow redshift
evolution. However, the z-dependent model predicts a much gentler
decline in the total emissivity towards higher redshifts, thanks to
the decrease of Mpeak with z. For completeness, we also evaluate the
importance of the assumed linear redshift dependence (at a fixed
Mh) in equation (9). We find that the uncertainties at z ∼ 15 induced
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Figure 4. Comparison of observed UV luminosity functions at z ∼ 5–8 and those predicted by equation (9). Here we do not include star formation missing
from UV observations because of dust obscuration. 1σ confidence intervals are shown by the shaded regions.
by deviations from our assumed dependence are comparable in am-
plitude to the envelope on the z = 10 curve shown in Fig. 2.
As star formation might be sustained in haloes of mass as low
as ∼108 M, the cumulative star formation history is sensitive to
the extrapolation of f with mass as well. In contrast with simi-
lar works which treat f as a redshift-independent parameter (e.g.
Mason et al. 2015; Mashian et al. 2016), we fit f as a function of
both halo mass and redshift. We then explore three possible scenar-
ios for extrapolating towards the dominant low masses: (i) Model I
assumes a constant f below the mass cutoff M = 2 × 1010 M;6
(ii) Model II assumes a power-law extrapolation of slope 0.5 be-
low the mass cutoff, and (iii) Model III fits a power law to the
low-mass end according to the average (i.e. z-independent) slope
∂ log f/∂ log M ≈ 1.1 over 5  z  8.7 Note that in Model III,
we use the average slope because the evolution of the cutoff mass
and the low-mass end slope will bias the result of z-dependent,
power-law extrapolation. The top panel of Fig. 2 compares these
prescriptions at z ∼ 8.
Because the behaviour at low luminosities is so important, we
next consider recent observations from Atek et al. (2015) that extend
the measured luminosity function to ≈−15.25 mag using strong
lensing from clusters. We extend our abundance matching procedure
at z= 7 (the only redshift for which Atek et al. 2015 have substantial
6 The value 2 × 1010 M is chosen here so that our extrapolations yield
reasonable SFR densities at 5  z  10 in conformity with observations,
see Section 3 and Fig. 7 for details.
7 This mass dependence is considerably steeper than expected from the
simplest theoretical models of supernova wind feedback (e.g. Dave´,
Oppenheimer & Finlator 2011; Dayal et al. 2014). We emphasize again
that the slope is not well constrained by observations.
data) to this limiting magnitude using the Schechter parameters
determined by that group. The resulting f is projected on top of
our proposed extrapolations in the bottom panel of Fig. 2, which
indicates that f might scale as M0.5 or slightly shallower in low-
mass haloes (Model II). Here we only use the error in the faint-end
slope α quoted by Atek et al. (2015) in the match.
Fig. 4 compares our parametric model to the observed UV lumi-
nosity functions at 5 <z< 8. Note that when generating these model
luminosity functions, we do not include star formation missing from
UV observations because of dust obscuration, so these figures do
not show the total SFR density in the Universe. The corresponding
best-fitting coefficients of equation (9) are a0 = −249.36 ± 50.21,
a1 = 59.32 ± 12.21, a2 = 6.88 ± 1.88, a3 = −0.57 ± 0.15, a4 =
−4.72 ± 0.99 and a5 = 0.13 ± 0.03. Below, when presenting pre-
dictions for the luminosity function we follow the same procedure,
but when presenting estimates of the global star formation history
and reionization history we always account for dust. As expected,
our model agrees very well with the available data, with the only
significant difference a modest underprediction of the bright end of
the luminosity function at z ∼ 5, at least according to the Bouwens
et al. (2015a) measurements.
2.4 Comparison with previous work
Abundance matching is a widely used technique at both low and
high redshifts, so here we compare our results to similar studies.
At lower redshifts, the declining star formation efficiency to lower
mass haloes is typically attributed to stellar feedback, either through
winds generated by supernovae or by radiation pressure (see Loeb
& Furlanetto 2013 and references therein). The detailed effects of
such feedback processes are not well understood, but crudely they
should produce a scaling f ∝ Mχ , with χ ∼ 1/3–2/3, depending on
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Figure 5. Derived evolution of the ratio of stellar mass to halo mass at
z ∼ 6, 7, 8 using the our model of continuous star formation, compared
to the SMHM relations determined at z ∼ 7 (solid triangles, Behroozi &
Silk 2015; solid circles, Harikane et al. 2016) and those at z ∼ 6 (open
triangles, Behroozi & Silk 2016; open circles, Harikane et al. 2016) and
in the local Universe (open squares, Behroozi et al. 2013b). Solid lines
represent Model III, whereas dashed and two dotted lines represent our z-
independent fit, Model II, and Model I, respectively (bottom to top). Stellar
masses are determined by tracing the continuous gas accretion of haloes with
Mh > Mmin.
whether the wind momentum or energy is the dominant factor. At
z≈ 0, Behroozi, Wechsler & Conroy (2013a) find that, on average, f
is proportional to M2/3h below the characteristic halo mass at which
f peaks. The mass scaling suggested by the Atek et al. (2015) data
is also consistent with this range.
Much of the work on abundance matching, especially at lower
redshift, focuses on the stellar mass to halo mass (SMHM) relation.
We can calculate this ratio by integrating our SFRs from the time
haloes reach Mmin, assuming a continuous star formation history for
each halo. We compare to other work in Fig. 5. As anticipated, the
general shape of the SMHM ratio follows that of f(M, z), reaching
the peak at approximately 1011.5–12.0 M at redshift 6 < z < 8. This
is also qualitatively consistent with the steadily decreasing average
masses of MUV = −21 galaxies, log (Mh/M) = 11.7, 11.6, and
11.4 at z = 5, 6, and 7, respectively, found by Finkelstein et al.
(2015b) through direct abundance matching to the observed UV
luminosity function (i.e. without a dust correction). Comparison
with local measurements suggests that the peak halo mass might
not have evolved significantly since z ∼ 8, whereas the peak value
itself might have increased slightly with cosmic time, although with
large uncertainties.
We also compare our derived evolution of the SMHM ratio with
that identified by Behroozi & Silk (2015) (see also Behroozi et al.
2013b) and Harikane et al. (2016). At z > 6, we find a similar trend
of increasing SMHM ratio with time at Mh ∼ 1011 M, although
the increase is less rapid than the evolution inferred by Harikane
et al. (2016), who used clustering observations with a modelled halo
occupation distribution.
Note that the difference between the SMHM ratios originally
measured by Behroozi et al. (2013b) and Harikane et al. (2016)
is mostly attributed to the distinct cosmologies and input models
used (Behroozi & Silk 2015 includes a redshift-dependent stellar
mass correction relative to observed masses in order to fit data
over a wide range of redshifts simultaneously), each contributing
∼0.2 dex of difference. The difference might also be associated with
our simple continuous star formation histories (as opposed to the
dark matter merger trees used by Behroozi & Silk 2015, though they
argue that the merger channel is not a significant contributor at these
redshifts). Accurate determination of the SMHM relation also relies
on appropriate treatments of different feedback mechanisms, as
demonstrated by recent simulations of dwarf galaxies (e.g. Wheeler
et al. 2015) which suggest a lower SMHM ratio than Behroozi
et al. (2013b) and Behroozi & Silk (2015). None the less, given
the qualitative similarity between the two independent methods and
the large uncertainties associated with both of them, we do not
pursue the explanation further. Moreover, following our modelled
evolution of f(M, z), we find a nearly constant mass-to-light ratio
d log M/d log L over 6 < z < 8 consistent with that measured by
Barone-Nugent et al. (2014) using galaxy clustering.
Recently, abundance matching and similar techniques have also
been applied to the z > 5 galaxy population in order to understand
high-z galaxy formation, particularly in light of the recent CMB
measurements (Mason et al. 2015; Visbal et al. 2015; Mashian
et al. 2016). Compared to these works, we take a more general
and rigorous approach to a measurement of f, allowing both mass
and redshift dependence and allowing a more general extrapolation
to the critical faint galaxy population. In contrast, Mashian et al.
(2016) averaged over a range of redshifts to obtain f(M), while
Mason et al. (2015) calibrated two-parameter halo growth model at
z ∼ 5. Meanwhile, Visbal et al. (2015) derived a redshift-dependent
f by averaging the star formation efficiency over haloes of different
masses at a single redshift and then matching the normalization of
the global SFR density to the halo growth rate. They then consider
two models, one in which they fix the shape of f(M) and another in
which they take a mass-independent average.
In all of these similar studies, the results are qualitatively similar
to ours but differ in the details. Mason et al. (2015) find a stellar
mass-halo mass relation very similar to our z-independent result,
though with a slightly lower normalization. Mashian et al. (2016)
find a slightly smaller characteristic mass and a weaker decline at the
high-mass end. In both of these cases, the models’ predictions for
the bright end of the luminosity function at z∼ 9–10 are very similar
to ours, but their redshift-independent models predict a significantly
steeper decline in the overall SFR towards high redshift (see the next
section). Visbal et al. (2015) allow a duty cycle in the SFR within
galaxies (to represent their assumption that mergers dominate star
formation) and therefore find a peak star formation efficiency at
M ∼ 1010.5 M, well below our value.
Relative to these previous studies, our results demonstrate the
importance of allowing for redshift evolution in f and in constrain-
ing that evolution in the future. Redshift-independent models are
likely oversimplified as recent observations of galaxies at z > 4
have shown evidence for a non-trivial evolution of the SMHM ratio
(Harikane et al. 2016; Rodrı´guez-Puebla et al. 2016). While our
measurements show only tentative evidence for redshift evolution,
given the limited range of the observations, our best-fitting result
has significant implications for the star formation history, as we
will show in the following sections. Allowing for such evolution is
also important because of the rapidly evolving halo mass function
and the expectation that the feedback mechanisms governing star
formation at these epochs are themselves redshift-dependent.
3 PR E D I C T I O N S F O R H I G H - R E D S H I F T
G A L A X Y O B S E RVAT I O N S
Because our model for the star formation efficiency uses theoretical
inputs (the halo mass function and accretion rates) that can easily
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Figure 6. Comparison of predicted and observed luminosity functions at z ∼ 9 (top panel) and z ∼ 10 ( bottom panel). The 1σ uncertainty level is shown
for Model III. The vertical dashed and dotted lines show the UDF12 observational limit and the limiting magnitude of JWST, respectively. The latter assumes
a 106 s integration and a signal-to-noise ratio of 10. Note that the luminosity functions shown are predicted by our model of f without correcting for dust
attenuation, which is expected to be trivial at z > 8.
be extrapolated to higher redshifts, it is straightforward to test our
results against higher redshift data and make predictions for future
observations. Fig. 6 shows the predicted luminosity functions at z ∼
9 and z ∼ 10 in comparison with recent measurements (Oesch et al.
2013, 2014; Bouwens et al. 2015c). To date, data on the faintest
galaxies disfavour Model I, but the constraints are not strong. As
the primary tool to study the evolution of luminosity function of
high-redshift galaxies, JWST will reach a detection limit about 2
mag fainter than the current one (−17.7 mag, excluding lensing)
with 106 s of integration (shown by the vertical dotted lines), thereby
providing a much better understanding of how f(M, z) might evolve
in low-mass haloes.
Another straightforward observational implication of our model
is the evolution of SFR density, ρSFR, which we estimate based
on the simple formalism given by equation (1) and our three
extrapolations.8 Fig. 7 shows ρSFR, and the equivalent UV lumi-
nosity density, predicted by our baseline models assuming Mlim =
−17.7 mag andKUV,1500 = 1.15 × 10−28 M yr−1/ ergs s−1 Hz−1.
The solid and dashed curves in red represent ρSFR’s under Model III
with and without a dust correction (at these bright limiting lumi-
nosities, all three of our models are identical except at very high
redshifts). The dust correction becomes increasingly less impor-
tant between 6 < z < 8, due of the decreasing abundance of dusty
massive galaxies at higher redshifts. The SFR density at z ∼ 9–
10 predicted by our dust-corrected model is in good agreement
with those recently determined from observations (green circles,
McLeod et al. 2015; orange squares, CANDELS/GOODS/HUDF,
Oesch et al. 2014; blue triangles, CLASH cluster searches, Zheng
et al. 2012; Coe et al. 2013). The open blue square shows the in-
tegrated SFR from Atek et al. (2015) at z = 7, which is consistent
with all of our models.
There has been some controversy in the literature about the shape
of the SFRD at high redshifts (e.g. Robertson et al. 2013; Oesch
et al. 2015), reflected by the wide range in estimated SFRs at higher
redshifts shown by the data points in Fig. 7. Model III implies a
very slow steepening of ρSFR with redshift, whereas Models I and
II predict a gradually flattening ρSFR. There is no strong evidence
for a sudden drop of the dust-corrected ρSFR and the overall trend
8 Note that the evolution of f is given by equation (9) only at Mh > 2 ×
1010 M. Extrapolation is required below this mass threshold.
is closer to the linear relation suggested by McLeod et al. (2015),
although the exact slope depends on whether or not a dust correction
is included. However, forced power-law fits to our dust-corrected
model over 5 < z < 8 and 8 < z < 12 yield ρSFR ∝ (1 + z)−6.0 and
ρSFR ∝ (1 + z)−9.0, respectively, comparable to scenarios favouring
rapid evolution at z  8 (Oesch et al. 2015; Mashian et al. 2016).
This apparent break is more a result of the fitting method than of any
feature in our model, which evolves very smoothly in the context
of continuous gas accretion.
We note that the rapidly steepening ρSFR predicted by various
models (Mason et al. 2015; Mashian et al. 2016) might be asso-
ciated with the assumption of z-independent f. As shown by the
black dashed curve, an f fixed in time predicts substantially steeper
evolution of SFRD with redshift. Interestingly, the apparent rate
depends strongly on whether a dust correction is included, as that is
larger for more massive haloes and decreases quickly in importance
at higher redshifts. Moreover, the extrapolation is very sensitive to
assumptions about the behaviour of low-mass galaxies. As indicated
by the contrasting case of Model I (shown by the uppermost solid
curve), different ways of extrapolating f leave much uncertainty in
the ρSFR evolution at z > 8, calling for more detailed investigation
by future observations.
We also show, as a contrasting case, the cosmic ρSFR predicted
by the maximum-likelihood fit of Robertson et al. (2015), which
extrapolates the observed ρSFR evolution to a limiting luminosity
of L > 0.001L∗ (black, dotted curve), and forces smooth evolution
from z ∼ 4 via a double power-law model. We compare with the
prediction of Model II assuming the same limit (cyan, dotted curve).
While the two approaches are remarkably similar considering the
extrapolations involved, our model has significantly steeper redshift
evolution than the purely empirical fit. This occurs because the
low-mass haloes (which become increasingly dominant at higher
redshifts) are inefficient at producing stars in Model II. In the context
of our approach, the Robertson et al. (2015) fit therefore implicitly
assumes that low-mass galaxies become even more efficient at star
formation towards higher redshift, demonstrating the importance of
relating extrapolations to physical quantities in order to understand
their systematic uncertainties.
Finally, we present our predictions for future deep sky sur-
veys that will be conducted by the James Webb Space Telescope
(JWST). For observations of the UV continuum, the flux density (or
magnitude) can be acquired from the intensity of spatially
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Figure 7. The evolution of the SFR density (SFRD) and the UV luminosity density with redshift. The red solid curve shows the SFRD evolution calculated
by Model III, with the shaded region representing the 68 per cent confidence interval, integrated down to Mlim = −17.7 to match observations from Hubble
Frontier Field data, shown by the green (dust-uncorrected, McLeod et al. 2015) and grey (dust-corrected, Bouwens et al. 2015a) circles respectively. Cases
where the dust correction is not included (thin dashed curve), Model I/II is assumed (yellow/cyan curves, only the deviated parts from Model II), or z-evolution
is ignored (thick dashed curve) are shown for comparison. As mentioned in the text, the mass cutoff 2 × 1010 M distinguishing the three models is chosen so
that all of them are consistent with the 1–σ interval of the observed ρSFR at z  8. The pink diamonds represent the SFRD derived from the observed bright
end of UV luminosity functions at z ∼ 9 and 10 (Bouwens et al. 2015c), whereas the red inverted triangles show our predictions. The black, dotted line shows
the maximum-likelihood fit to ρSFR given by Robertson et al. (2015), assuming a limiting luminosity L > 0.001L∗ (or Mlim ∼ −13), whereas the cyan, dotted
line represents the prediction by Model II at the same limiting magnitude. The upper limits shown illustrate the evolution of the maximum possible SFRD
calculated by extrapolating our best-fitting Model I (yellow) and Model III (red) down to the minimum halo mass Mmin given by Okamoto et al. (2008).
unresolved objects. Knowing the limiting magnitude consequently
allows us to estimate the integration time required to observe the
majority of light from the faintest galaxies, as well as to calculate
the galaxy number counts per unit area surveyed at a given redshift,
which can be expressed as (Pawlik et al. 2011)
dN
d
(> z) =
∫ ∞
z
dz′
dV
dz′d
∫ ∞
Lmin
dL
dφ(L, z′)
dL
, (10)
where dV /dz d = cd2L/(1 + z)2|dt/dz| is the comoving volume
element per unit solid angle and redshift, and Lmin is the minimum
observable UV luminosity.
As shown by the vertical dotted curves in Fig. 6, JWST can sig-
nificantly improve the determination of the faint-end slope and f
evolution in faint galaxies, which helps better constrain star forma-
tion in the most primitive objects. Fig. 8 shows the predicted galaxy
number counts per 10 arcmin2 and the fraction of the total luminos-
ity density at a given redshift accessible to JWST for observations of
105 s and 106 s (grey and black lines, respectively). From the upper
panel, Model I predicts many more observable galaxies for JWST
than the other two models, in which f drops rapidly with decreasing
halo mass. JWST will only detect substantial numbers of galaxies at
z > 12 in deep integrations if Model I is correct, but it is already in
tension with observations at z∼ 9–10 (and with constraints on reion-
ization, as we will see below). For an integration time of 106 s, JWST
is expected to observe roughly 10 UV-bright galaxy per 10 arcmin2
beyond z ∼ 15 in Model II. On the other hand, a typical 106 second
integration will allow JWST to observe more than half of the total
UV continuum luminosity from star-forming galaxies at z ∼ 8 for
Model II and z ∼ 11 for Model III. The apparent flattening (and
even increase) of the observable fraction with redshift in Model I is
Figure 8. Top: predicted galaxy number counts per 10 arcmin2 for JWST
assuming an integration time of 106 s and requiring a signal-to-noise ratio
of 10 for a detection. The three black curves show the different models for
extrapolating to small halo masses. The grey curves represent cases which
include photoionization suppression (corresponding to the violet curves in
Fig. 10, respectively). Bottom: fractions of the total luminosity at a given
redshift that can be observed by JWST (in the presence of photoionization
suppression) with an integration time of 105 s and 106 s, respectively. The
minimum halo mass is evaluated at the Okamoto et al. (2008) limit.
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426 G. Sun and S. R. Furlanetto
due to the increasing fraction of UV luminosity from faint galaxies,
as predicted by the maximally extrapolated f, rather than an actual
increase of galaxy population or total UV luminosity. Therefore, as-
suming a star formation efficiency as described by Model II or III,
JWST is expected to determine the cosmic SFR between 8 < z <
11 to better than 50 per cent and thereby provide much stronger
constraints on how faint galaxies might have affected reionization.
4 M O D E L L I N G C O S M I C R E I O N I Z AT I O N
To this point, we have focused on direct interpretations of galaxy ob-
servations. These are limited in that they cannot yet probe the faint
galaxy population at z < 10, and Fig. 8 shows that the faint end at
z > 10 will likely remain hidden even after JWST begins observa-
tions. We next turn to combining our galaxy model with constraints
on the reionization history. Specifically, the IGM ionization state is
mostly determined by the emissivity of faint galaxies and is closely
related to Mmin and f. Thus it is helpful to compare models of
reionization constructed from our inferred star formation history to
various existing observational constraints.
Meanwhile, adding these explicit probes of the faint galaxy pop-
ulation allows us to explore sensibly the ways in which new physics
(beyond those relevant to lower redshift galaxies) may affect the star
formation history. In this section, we shall introduce toy models for
two such effects, the suppression of faint galaxies due to photoheat-
ing during reionization and the introduction of Population III stars.
Our models will be highly simplified but will allow us to understand
the trends imprinted by these physical processes.
The ionization state of intergalactic hydrogen can be measured by
the globally average ionized fraction, xi, whose net rate of change
is a balance between ionization and recombination,
dxi
dt
= d(ζfcoll)
dt
− αB (Te)CHII
a3
n0Hxi, (11)
where ζ = AHeffescfγ is the overall ionizing efficiency, a prod-
uct of the correction factor for single ionization of helium, AHe =
4/(4 − 3Yp) = 1.22, the star formation efficiency, f, the escape frac-
tion of ionizing photons, fesc, and the mean number of ionizing pho-
tons produced per stellar baryon, fγ . In the second term, αB(Te) =
2.6 × 10−13(Te/104K)0.76 cm3 s−1 is the coefficient for case B
recombination9 at electron temperature Te, CHII ≡
〈
n2e
〉
/n¯2e is the
volume-averaged clumping factor of the IGM, and n0H is the number
density of hydrogen nuclei in the local Universe. In our calculations,
we take CHII = 3, which is a reasonable approximation during cos-
mic reionization (Shull et al. 2012; Pawlik, Schaye & Dalla Vecchia
2015) and Te = 104 K.
The value of fγ varies with the stellar population and thus depends
on the IMF and metallicity. We take fγ , II ≈ 4000 for Population II
stars, assuming a Salpeter IMF and Z∗ = 0.05 Z. In our baseline
model, we assume all haloes above Mmin form stars in a similar way
so that
d(ζfcoll)
dt
= AHefγ fesc
∫ ∞
Mmin
f ˙Macc(M, z)m
b
n(M)
ρ¯m
dM. (12)
9 In the early Universe when ionizations were distributed fairly uniformly
throughout the IGM, ionizing photons regenerated by recombinations to the
ground state would not be re-absorbed locally in dense clumps but ionize
other IGM atoms. Thus case B recombination is reasonable, though towards
the end of the process recombinations in dense systems become important
(Furlanetto & Oh 2005). However, this is largely degenerate with uncertainty
in the evolution of CHII .
Note that we use our estimate for f(M, z) in all of our calculations
rather than imposing a value drawn from theoretical considerations.
The exact value of Mmin is not known, so we leave it as a free pa-
rameter in our models, scaling to the value provided by Okamoto’s
criterion. It is especially important in Model I, where the star for-
mation efficiency remains high inside small haloes.
4.1 Suppression of faint galaxies via photoheating
Simulations suggest that star formation in ‘photosensitive’ haloes
less massive than a few times 109 M will be suppressed by photo-
heating as the IGM becoming reionized (Thoul & Weinberg 1996;
Gnedin 2000; Finlator, Dave´ & ¨Ozel 2011; Noh & McQuinn 2014).
We therefore also consider a more sophisticated model, similar to
those discussed by Alvarez et al. (2012) and Visbal et al. (2015), in
which we set a cut-off mass, Mcrit, to distinguish haloes in which
star formation was gradually suppressed as cosmic reionization pro-
ceeded. As a simple model, we assume that haloes with M < Mcrit
cannot form stars inside regions that have already been ionized.
For simplicity, we ignore the relative bias of these haloes and the
ionized regions and we do not impose any delay on the suppression
effect for the same reason. Consequently, xi evolves following
d(ζfcoll)
dt
= AHefγ
(∫ Mcrit
Mmin
(1 − xi) +
∫ ∞
Mcrit
)
×fescf ˙Macc(M, z)m
b
η(z)n(M)
ρ¯m
dM. (13)
4.2 Population III stars in minihaloes
Another often-discussed complication to the early star formation
history is the presence of Population III stars. Their contribution
is nearly completely unconstrained at present (though see Visbal
et al. 2015 for weak constraints based on methods similar to our
own). We therefore simply take a toy model of these objects in or-
der to understand their implications for the reionization process. In
particular, we take fγ , III ≈ 40 000 for Population III stars (Bromm,
Kudritzki & Loeb 2001). This value assumes that Pop III stars
are very massive and hence efficient ionizers. We further assume
that they only formed in haloes where molecular cooling is effi-
cient (3000 K < Tvir < 104 K), or haloes of mass between Mm ≡
M(Tvir = 3000 K) and Mmin, with an arbitrary constant efficiency
that is limited by the observed CMB optical depth. In order to model
the transition from Pop III to Pop II star formation, we assume that
a fraction
III(z) = z − zend(zstart − zend) for zend < z < zstart (14)
of haloes in the relevant mass range (and outside of ionized regions,
where photoheating will suppress such sources) are able to form
stars. We take zstart = 30 to be the fiducial value for the time when
PopIII stars started to form and vary zend.
Because these haloes are subject to photoheating suppression,
when studying Pop III stars we use the following model for the
ionizing emissivity:
d(ζfcoll)
dt
=
[
fγ,IIIIII
∫ Mmin
Mm
f,m(1 − xi)
+ fγ,II
(∫ Mcrit
Mmin
f(1 − xi) +
∫ ∞
Mcrit
f
)]
×AHefesc ˙Macc(M, z)m
b
n(M)
ρ¯m
dM (15)
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Note that, over the range Mm < M < Mmin, we let f = f, m be a
free parameter and do not adopt any form of extrapolation used for
atomic cooling haloes.
5 J O I N T A NA LY S I S O F G A L A X Y
P O P U L AT I O N S A N D T H E R E I O N I Z AT I O N
OBSERVABLES
Our models of galaxy growth and reionization have three key free
parameters: f(M, z), Mmin, and fesc. In Section 2, we constrained the
first, at least over a wide mass range, through observations. We will
next use ancillary measurements of the integrated Thomson optical
depth, global IGM neutrality, and ionizing background at z < 6
to quantify the interdependencies and degeneracies between these
parameters.
For concreteness, we employ the baseline model described by
equation (12). For each model of f, we limit the 2D parameter
space formed by Mmin and fesc. We allow fesc to vary between 0.01
and 1. Observations of star-forming galaxies at z ∼ 1–3 suggest
a small average ionizing escape fraction from a few per cent to
smaller than 15 per cent, which is likely to increase towards fainter
galaxies (or equivalently towards higher redshifts, e.g. Iwata et al.
2009; Siana et al. 2010; Nestor et al. 2013; Mostardi et al. 2015).
In recognition of the redshift dependence of Mmin, we model its
variation by rescaling Mmin(z) as given by Okamoto et al. (2008) by
a factor of 0.1–10. For the convenience of discussion, the rescaled
Mmin is always quoted at z ∼ 7.
5.1 The CMB optical depth
We compare our models to three important measurements of the
ionization history. Our first constraint is the Thomson scattering
optical depth for CMB photons, which provides an integral measure
of the reionization history. This is given by
τes = 3H0bcσT8πGmp
∫ ∞
0
xi(z)(1 + z)2(1 − Yp + NHe(z)Yp/4)√
m(1 + z)3 + 1 − m
dz,
(16)
where NHe = 1 (z > 3) or 2 (z < 3) measures the degree of he-
lium ionization.10 The CMB optical depth is useful because it is
well-measured by recent experiments (Planck Collaboration 2015,
though see below). However, it is an integral constraint over both
the faint galaxy population and the overall reionization history, so it
still allows a great deal of freedom in models. Fig. 9 is colour-coded
by τ es and quantifies the Mmin–fesc degeneracy under Model I (top-
left), II (top-right), III (bottom-left) and our z-independent model
(bottom-right). The thick black contours are marked according to
the measurement of τ es = 0.066 ± 0.016 reported by the Planck Col-
laboration (2015a) in units of 0.5σ (assuming Gaussian statistics);
dark regions are disfavoured by those observations.
As expected, given a specific optical depth τ es, fesc and Mmin are
positively related, and the relationship depends on the relative abun-
dance of faint galaxies encoded by the extrapolation of f. Under
Model I, in which f is maximally extrapolated and therefore faint
galaxies are abundant, fesc must grow rapidly with increasing Mmin
to maintain a constant τ es, whereas under Models II and III fesc is
10 Here we assume helium is completely reionized at z ∼ 3, in agreement
with current observations (Fechner et al. 2006; Shull et al. 2010; Syphers &
Shull 2014).
much less sensitive to Mmin due to their rapidly diminishing popu-
lations of faint galaxies. This suggests that, even though Mmin and
f(M, z) enter our models as two independent parameters, observa-
tions place strong constraints on their joint properties in the context
of a particular star formation model. Inferences about the escape
fraction also rely on the assumed extrapolation of f. In Model I, fesc
as small as 0.1 is large enough to reproduce the observed τ es with a
moderate Mmin comparable to our fiducial model. But in Models II
and III, in which f declines rapidly with decreasing halo mass,
fesc  0.2 is required to reach just the 1σ lower bound of Planck’s
τ es at the same Mmin (Robertson et al. 2013, 2015).
If we assume no redshift dependence and take our best-fitting f
to the aggregate data from z = 5–8, it is very difficult to match
the τ es observations without appealing to fesc > 1, which would in
practice require changing the stellar populations to be much more
efficient ionizers. This is because our z-independent fit maintains
Mpeak at M ∼ 1012 M, far above the characteristic mass at very high
redshifts. The shift of Mpeak towards lower masses in our fiducial
model significantly increases the contribution of high-z galaxies to
the total optical depth.
We emphasize that these conclusions are all in the context of our
simple model. For example, the high values of fesc we require (in
comparison to measurements at lower redshifts) can be ameliorated
by introducing a new population of ionizing sources at very high
redshifts, which cannot be modelled properly by our extrapolations.
Fig. 10 illustrates the difficulty of matching the optical depth in
our fiducial model. The right-hand panel shows the integrated opti-
cal depth, assuming fesc = 0.1, 0.2, and 0.2 for our three z-dependent
models and fesc = 0.3 for our z-independent model (marked by the
white crosses in Fig. 9). Only Model I can easily reach the best-
fitting value from Planck, though all are within the 1σ lower bound.
We note that while the TT + lowP + lensing data set of Planck
suggests a lower bound (1σ ) of the CMB optical depth as low as
∼0.05 (Planck Collaboration 2015a), the TT + lowP data set itself
indicates a higher optical depth τ = 0.078 ± 0.019 (i.e. an earlier
reionization). The difference between these likely roughly captures
the level of systematic uncertainty in CMB measurements (Planck
Collaboration 2015b). As shown by Fig. 10, the higher optical depth
can be reached by assuming more efficient star formation in low-
mass haloes (close to our Model I) or allowing a higher escape
fraction >0.2 in our fiducial model. While the former is permitted
by the existing observational constraints, we will see that the latter
poses some difficulties.
5.2 Other reionization constraints
We next ask whether other existing observational constraints on
xi(z) further limit the allowed parameter space. These measures of
the instantaneous neutral fraction provide different information than
τ es, because they help us distinguish the progress of different models
across cosmic time. This also implies that they require modelling
of the entire ionization history, which is provided by our galaxy
evolution model.
The hatched regions stretching from the lower left corner in the
panels of Fig. 9 show parameter space permitted by various indirect
measures of the neutral fraction at particular redshifts. We show
the constraints on xi themselves as symbols in the left-hand panel
of Fig. 10. First, the dot-hatched region in Fig. 9 shows models
where reionization completes 5.8 ≤ zion ≤ 6.6, as inferred from
the spectra of high-redshift QSOs (Fan et al. 2006; Bolton et al.
2011; McGreer et al. 2015); these are also shown by the solid dia-
monds and open squares in Fig. 10. The regions filled by slash and
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Figure 9. Observationally constrained parameter space for the baseline model of reionization, assuming maximally (top-left panel), moderately (top-right
panel), and minimally (bottom-left panel) extrapolated f (Models I, II, and III, respectively). The parameter space for the redshift-independent model is
also shown for comparison (bottom-right panel). The plot is colour-coded by the predicted Thomson scattering optical depth, with the thick black contours
comparing to the value measured by the Planck satellite, τ es = 0.066 ± 0.016. Yellow curves show model predictions for the logarithm of the emissivity
of ionizing photons, log10( ˙Nion/[s−1Mpc−3]), evaluated at redshift z = 5, which is measured to be approximately 51.0 ± 0.5 by Becker & Bolton (2013).
Dot-hatched region represents the allowed parameter space for which 5.8 ≤ zion ≤ 6.6 as inferred from the spectra of high-redshift QSOs, where zion is the
redshift at which reionization completed (i.e. xi ≈ 1). Portions of parameter space preferred by observational constraints on the evolution of ionization state,
xi, are shown by the regions with slash and back-slash hatch, corresponding to xi(z = 7) = 0.65 ± 0.15 and xi(z = 8) ≤ 0.35, respectively (Stark et al. 2010;
Treu et al. 2013; Faisst et al. 2014; Pentericci et al. 2014; Schenker et al. 2014; Tilvi et al. 2014). White crosses indicate reasonable combinations of fesc and
Mmin later used in Fig. 10.
Figure 10. The IGM neutrality (left), emissivity of ionizing photons (centre), and Thomson optical depth (right). The lines are the same in each panel, with the
styles indicating Models I, II, III and the z-independent model and the colours indicating variations in the stellar populations and feedback prescriptions (the
case with both photoionization suppression and PopIII stars is shown in violet for Model II only). See the text for details on the model parameters. We compare
the predictions to a number of observational constraints (see text) in each panel. Note that including photoionization suppression makes little difference in
Model III and the z-independent model and therefore the orange curves are only shown for Models I and II.
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back-slash hatch mark model where the global ionized fraction are
xi, z ∼ 7 = 0.65 ± 0.15 and xi, z ∼ 8 ≤ 0.35 at z ∼ 7 and z ∼ 8, re-
spectively, in agreement with the measurements of declining Lyman
alpha emission fraction of high-redshift galaxies (Stark et al. 2010;
Treu et al. 2013; Faisst et al. 2014; Pentericci et al. 2014; Schenker
et al. 2014; Tilvi et al. 2014; see also the solid pentagons in Fig. 10).
The limits on the IGM neutrality inferred from the measurements
of quasar near zones (open hexagon, Mortlock et al. 2011) and the
GRB damping wings (open circle, Chornock et al. 2013) are also
shown in the left-hand panel of Fig. 10. We note that we regard
all these measurements as model-dependent thanks to the difficulty
in evaluating the systematic modelling uncertainties from which
constraints on the neutral fraction are drawn.
The parameter space favoured by these measurements roughly
traces the −1σ to −0.5σ interval of τ es, suggesting a broad agree-
ment between the ionizing efficiency required by the observed his-
tory of reionization and that actually supplied by star-forming galax-
ies. However, there is some tension between the baseline model and
these observables, as shown by the left-hand panel of Fig. 10. In
particular, Model I is in marginal disagreement with some of these
measures, because it relies on faint galaxies that evolve slowly
throughout this epoch. The others, with star formation centred on
more massive haloes, evolve more rapidly and satisfy all the existing
constraints.
5.3 The ionizing emissivity
Finally, we compare our models to the Lyman-limit photon emis-
sivity ˙Nion, which can be measured from the Lyman α forest at
z  5 (Kuhlen & Faucher-Gigue`re 2012, hereafter KF12; Becker
& Bolton 2013, hereafter BB13). In our model, this equals
˙Nion = d(ζfcoll)dt ρ¯m
b
m
1
mp
, (17)
The total emissivity is useful as a constraint on the integrated pop-
ulation of galaxies at the tail end of reionization, though of course
it is an imperfect measure because of potential redshift evolution.
The yellow lines in Fig. 9 show the inferred emissivity at z = 5 in
our models. These should be compared to the measurement from
BB13 at z ∼ 5, log10( ˙Nion/[s−1Mpc−3]) = 51.0 ± 0.5.
While it is possible to match both τ es and constraints on xi with-
out undue difficulty, further matching the ionizing emissivity at
z ∼ 5, right after the completion of reionization, is challenging,
particularly in Models II and III. This tension can also be seen in
the middle panel of Fig. 10, which shows the evolution of the ion-
izing emissivity. Here we show the BB13 measurement as well as
that from KF12. The difference results from BB13’s choice of a
lower IGM temperature and more accurate treatments of the op-
tical depth and cosmological radiative transfer effects. Therefore,
we adopt BB13 as our fiducial limit on the ionizing emissivity at
z ∼ 5. Models II and III, which rely on massive galaxies to reionize
the Universe, have a rapid increase in the ionizing emissivity that
only marginally agrees with the observed values at z ∼ 5, if they
are calibrated to complete reionization at z ∼ 6. This demonstrates
a tension between the emissivity measurements and τ es: increasing
fesc improves agreement with the latter but reduces agreement with
the former. This is one motivation to explore additional physics
in the following subsections. For comparison, we also present the
emissivity derived with the SFRD given by Robertson et al. (2015),
which provides a slightly better match to the observations while
being largely consistent with our fiducial model.
Note, however, that the low fesc required by Model I avoids over-
predicting the post-reionization ionizing background. In particular,
Model I fits nicely with recent simulation results that suggest a low
time-averaged fesc  0.05 with negligible mass and redshift depen-
dence (Ma et al. 2015). If Model I or a very gradual extrapolation of
f is true, then ˙Nion, together with other observational constraints,
suggests that fesc might not exceed 0.1. In that case, the minimum
halo mass could not differ from Okamoto’s criterion by more than
∼0.5 dex.
6 IM P L I C AT I O N S O F A D D I T I O NA L
S O U R C E P H Y S I C S
Next, we discuss variations from our baseline model. The effects we
will explore here are highly uncertain, from the perspectives of both
modelling and observations. Thus we simply attempt to provide a
qualitative understanding of their relative importance by contrasting
them with our baseline model.
6.1 Photoionization suppression
We begin by considering the effects of the suppression of galaxy
formation from photoheating during reionization, as described by
equation (13) in Section 4.1. In the following discussion, we assume
the critical halo mass Mc below which star formation is ‘photosup-
pressible’ to be 5.0 × 109 M, consistent with the mass scale for
efficient photoionization feedback (Gnedin 2000; Finlator et al.
2011), while all other parameters take the same values as in the
fiducial model, unless otherwise stated.
To see how photoionization heating might influence the reioniza-
tion history, we compare our revised models to the baseline model
given a specific combinations of Mmin, z = 7 = 3.6 × 108 M and
fesc = 0.1, 0.2, 0.2 for Model I, II, III, respectively (see the white
crosses in Fig. 9), so that the predicted histories of reionization are in
general agreement with the observational constraints, in particular
the optical depth and the redshift of completion.
The orange curves in Fig. 10 compare Models I and II with pho-
toheating suppression to the fiducial model discussed previously
(shown in black). Including photoionization suppression clearly di-
minishes the contribution to the total ionizing emissivity from faint
galaxies, resulting in a delayed reionization. This effect is partic-
ularly significant for Model I (dot–dashed curves), which includes
a large population of photosuppressible galaxies hosted by haloes
below 2 × 1010 M, whereas in other models the effect of pho-
toionization is almost indiscernible. In these models, the low-mass
galaxies already have only a very small contribution to the ionizing
emissivity, so their suppression has very little effect on the overall
emissivity. Thus the tension between observed and predicted post-
reionization emissivities under Model III is not resolved by simply
including the feedback from photoionization heating.
This is one of the most important conclusions from our analysis:
photoheating can only be a significant feedback mechanism if the
shape of f(M) × fesc differs qualitatively from that at low redshifts,
with much more efficient star formation in faint galaxies. While we
cannot rule out such a scenario, it is another indication – along with
the high required fesc values – that galaxies may undergo substantial
evolution at z  6.
6.2 Population III stars
Next, we present a crude analysis of the contribution from massive
Pop III stars based on the simple model described in equation (14)
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Figure 11. Optical depth to electron scattering as a function of Pop III
star formation efficiency f∗,m of molecular cooling haloes, in the presence
of photoionization suppression and a cessation of Pop III star formation
at zend = 6. Black, blue, and cyan curves (with decreasing thickness) take
f∗,m = 0.001, 0.003 and 0.005, respectively.
and Section 4. We refer readers to Visbal et al. (2015) for a more
careful analysis of the implications for Pop III stars in light of the
recent τ es measurements from Planck. Here, we only consider the
case where zend = 6, consistent with both models and numerical
simulations of Pop III star formation regulated by a variety of feed-
back mechanisms, which suggest Pop III stars could have formed as
early as z ∼ 20–30 and a small amount of them might still form un-
til the end of reionization (Scannapieco, Schneider & Ferrara 2003;
Furlanetto & Loeb 2005; Trenti, Stiavelli & Michael Shull 2009;
Johnson, Dalla Vecchia & Khochfar 2013).
To set f ,m, we consider in Fig. 11 the total contribution of this
population to τ es, assuming a fixed escape fraction fm, esc = 0.5 for
Pop III stars since effects like supernova blowout and weaker dust
attenuation could allow more photons to escape these fragile haloes.
When f ,m = 5 × 10−3, all models reach or exceed Planck’s 1σ
upper limit of τ es. We use this calculation to choose f ,m = 10−3 as a
plausible star formation efficiency in the minihalo population. It is
also consistent with the results of Visbal et al. (2015), which suggest
the formation efficiency of Pop III stars is tightly constrained by
Planck data.
Now taking f ,m = 10−3 and zend = 6, Fig. 10 contrasts our fidu-
cial model with one in which Pop III stars are added following our
simple model with the same fesc as more massive haloes (magenta
curves, only shown for Model II). The formation of Pop III stars
effectively enhances the integrated ionizing efficiency, so that the
reionization history develops a long tail towards higher redshifts.
In our simple model, it does so in such a way that the additional
contribution is largely independent of the emissivity at the end
of reionization, which provides one route towards simultaneously
matching the ionizing emissivity at z< 6 and τ es. However, the opti-
cal depth measurements still require the efficiency of star formation
in these haloes to be relatively low.
6.3 Evolution in fesc
As mentioned earlier, we find that the preferred parameter spaces
for Models II and III only marginally agree with the UV ionizing
background measured at z ∼ 5. This happens because the two cases
are dominated by star formation in relatively massive haloes, whose
abundance is increasing very rapidly (whether or not photoheating
suppression is included). The post-reionization ionizing background
is always dominated by these massive haloes and is sensitive to the
escape fraction assigned to those massive haloes. Thus making the
escape fraction either a function of halo mass or of redshift can
potentially reconcile the tension.
To this end we consider a simple method that was used to match to
the higher τ es measured by WMAP (see Alvarez et al. 2012), which
assigns different fesc to haloes according their masses. Effectively,
this allows fesc to evolve with time as well, because of evolution in
the halo mass function. Fig. 12 shows a few sample cases based on
Model II (and specified in Table 2) that assume a stepwise evolution
of fesc with halo mass. For the sake of simplicity, we assume the
critical mass for fesc evolution to be the same as the critical mass
scale, Mc = 5.0 × 109 M, for photosuppressible haloes and assign
two distinct escape fractions, fesc, 1 and fesc, 2 < fesc, 1, to haloes with
mass below (the escape fraction of molecular haloes is fixed at
0.5) and above Mc, respectively. All of these choices reduce the
emissivity at z = 5 so as to be consistent with observations while
remaining consistent with all or nearly all of our other constraints.
They also increase the optical depth to electron scattering so that
the models agree better with the best-fitting result from Planck.
The curves in the lower right panel of Fig. 12 show the time
evolution the mean escape fraction, which is averaged by the total
number of ionizing photons produced by star formation. By as-
sumption, there will be no star formation in photosensitive haloes
after reionization ends. Consequently, the low fesc,2  0.1 assigned
to photoinsensitive haloes yields a moderate emissivity at z ∼ 5,
independent of the fesc, 1 of photosensitive haloes. On the contrary,
the much higher fesc, 1 quickly elevates the mean escape fraction to
the level required to reionize the IGM by z ∼ 6 (∼0.15 for Model
II as indicated by the horizontal dotted line, see also Fig. 9) as we
trace back from the end of reionization, when photosensitive haloes
begin to contribute.
7 SU M M A RY
We have presented a model of the star formation efficiency of galax-
ies during reionization developed from the abundance matching
technique and the assumption that galactic growth is driven by con-
tinuous mass accretion of dark matter haloes. A variety of existing
observations allow us to constrain the parameters of our models
of cosmic star formation and reionization, shedding light on to the
ionizing efficiency of known galaxy populations and their influence
on reionization.
In contrast to many previous works, which simply treat the star
formation efficiency as a constant, we are able to more accurately
model its evolution with halo mass and redshift by applying the
HAM technique to the dust-corrected, UV luminosity functions at
z = 5–8. We find that f evolves strongly with halo mass at z > 5,
in qualitative agreement with its evolution at lower redshifts, and
peaks at a characteristic halo mass log10(Mpeak/M) = −0.15(1 +
z) + 12.8. We model the evolution of log f in haloes more massive
than 2 × 1010 M with a third order polynomial in log M as given
by equation (9) and investigate different extrapolations to lower
masses. The mass to light ratio derived from our models is in good
agreement with observations. Because the luminosity function in
this period is so steep, the behaviour of low-mass haloes is particu-
larly important. Recent data from the Hubble Frontier Field (Atek
et al. 2015) suggests a rapid decline in the star formation efficiency
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Figure 12. The upper and lower left panels are identical to those in Fig. 10, except using the variations of Model II listed in Table 2. The lower right panel
shows the time evolution of the escape fraction, 〈fesc〉, averaged over halo mass. The thin dashed curves are taken from Fig. 10, assuming both photoionization
suppression and the formation of PopIII stars. Allowing fesc to evolve with halo mass (i.e. cosmic time) effectively reduces the post-reionization UV background.
Table 2. Parameter choices for the sample cases shown in Fig. 12, which
include a step-wise evolution of fesc.
Case fesc, 1 fesc, 2 Mmin a [M] Sup PopIII
1 0.5 0.01 3.6 × 108 No No
2 0.5 0.1 3.6 × 108 Yes zend = 6
3 0.3 0.05 3.6 × 108 No No
4 0.3 0.1 1.1 × 108 Yes zend = 6
aThis is evaluated at z = 7.
below the peak, with f ∝ M1/2, albeit with large uncertainties. We
therefore allow for a range of extrapolations to small halo masses.
By empirically extrapolating our model of f(M, z) to both smaller
masses and earlier times, we predict the UV luminosity function and
the SFR density at z = 9–10 in reasonable agreement with current
observations. Our fiducial power-law extrapolations of f in low-
mass haloes suggests a roughly linear or even slightly flattening
ρSFR in the log–log space between 6 < z < 12, with little evidence
of rapid evolution at z  8. We note, however, that the evolution
pattern can be complicated by the dust correction, the assumed
extrapolation of f, and the underlying model of galactic growth.
We also provide forecasts for future JWST observations based on
our star formation histories. With a 106 s observation, JWST is
expected to measure the faint-end slope of UV luminosity function
to Mlim ∼ −16. For a power-law extrapolation of log f with slope
0.5, we predict that JWST may detect 10 UV-bright galaxy per
10 arcmin2 beyond z ∼ 15 and more than half of the total UV
luminosity emitted at z ∼ 8.
The qualitative behaviour of f(M, z), with a peak at ∼30 per cent
near Mh ∼ 1011–1012 M, is similar to analogous studies at lower
redshifts. There, the decline towards higher masses is attributed to
a combination of gravitational shock heating and feedback from
active galactic nuclei (AGNs), but these effects have not been ex-
tensively studied at high redshifts. Any explanation of this trend at
high masses will have to account for both the clear (though gentle)
redshift dependence of the peak, which moves to smaller masses
at higher redshifts, and the decreasing star formation efficiency at
fixed mass as redshift increases.
At small halo masses, the star formation efficiency is usually
assumed to be set by stellar feedback, either through supernovae
or winds and radiation pressure. Those processes certainly oper-
ate at these high redshifts, and the shape inferred from the Atek
et al. (2015) data is consistent with expectations from simple
models. This picture is also consistent with the increasing star
formation efficiency in faint haloes towards higher redshifts, as
(at a given mass) the binding energy of haloes increases with
redshift.
We emphasize that our model is intentionally simple, ignoring a
number of complications that must be addressed in the future. We
associate star formation with halo accretion and ignore stochasticity
in that relation (including mergers and a duty cycle for star forma-
tion). We also assume that the stellar populations remain constant
within haloes (including the IMF and metallicity). Evolution in any
of these parameters could explain some or all of the trends we see:
for example, if massive galaxies have significantly higher metallic-
ities or less top-heavy IMFs than small galaxies, our model would
erroneously assign them a smaller star formation efficiency. But the
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trend would have to be quite strong to account for all of the effect
we see.
Modelling f as a function of both halo mass and redshift, we
find a slower evolution of the cosmic SFR density compared to
that predicted by models that fix the star formation efficiency as
a function of redshift (see also Mason et al. 2015; Mashian et al.
2016). Consequently, it is easier to explain the observed electron
scattering optical depth using the star formation histories predicted
by our redshift-dependent models, especially if one desires a small
escape fraction comparable to that observed at lower redshifts. Our
baseline models show that with a single average fesc of 0.2 and a
minimum halo mass of ∼108 M, known galaxy populations are
able to ionize the IGM by z ∼ 6 and reproduce the optical depth
recently observed by the Planck satellite. However, the ionizing
background at z = 5 might be overestimated, especially when star
formation in massive haloes dominates the emissivity (Models II
and III). We consequently explore the possibilities of photoioniza-
tion heating, massive Pop III stars, and evolution in fesc, in addition
to our baseline model. We find that photoheating can only be a
significant feedback mechanism when the shape of f(M) × fesc dif-
fers qualitatively from that at low redshifts, allowing faint galaxies
to contribute a substantial fraction of ionizing photons. Our crude
analysis of Pop III stars demonstrates that their presence effectively
enhances the ionizing efficiency while having little impact on the
post-reionization emissivity, which causes a tail of ionization to
high redshifts and improves the agreement with the electron scat-
tering optical depth. Meanwhile, the recent τ es measurement from
Planck places an upper limit f∗,m  10−3 on the efficiency at which
those earliest stars could form (see also Visbal et al. 2015). Finally,
the tension between our predicted emissivity of ionizing photons
and that estimated from observations might be resolved by allow-
ing the escape fraction to evolve with halo mass or redshift (see
also e.g. Alvarez et al. 2012). Assuming that the escape fraction
is typically higher in faint galaxies, we suggest that bright galax-
ies with an absolute escape fraction less than 10 per cent can re-
produce the observed reionization history without over-predicting
the emissivity or relying on efficient star formation in low-mass
haloes.
Finally, we must stress that the models of f presented in this paper
demonstrate that the known galaxy population can self-consistently
reproduce the histories of both galactic growth and cosmic reion-
ization using a simple prescription for the halo assembly history. In
the future, improved observations and numerical simulations with
careful treatments of feedback will improve our understanding of
the star formation efficiency trends with halo mass and redshift.
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